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Abstract 

Transferring of data packets in the selected path or in separate paths shows a major impact on the performance of routers. 
Selection of different paths experience delays to some extent where there is a compulsion of rearrangement of data packets at the 
receiver end. Load balancing is a dependent issue which includes the time stamp based resequencing to reduce the delay and 
experience the necessity of developing multi-path switching systems. In this paper we study a complete framework for 
implementing scheduling based load balancing. We also studied how load balancing can be managed in two-stage process and 
parallel forwarding.  
 
Keywords: Data Packets, Load Balance, MPS Systems, Scheduling-based Load Balancing, Parallel Forwarding. 

1. Introduction 

Multi-path switching systems (MPS) play a pivotal role in fabricating high performance core routers. One 
major issue in MPS is the load balancing problems defined as how to distribute incoming traffic according to 
internal switch parts to the objectives like uniform load sharing, intraflow packet ordering and load timing and 
hardware complexity. As a rule of thumb, packet-based solutions are advocated where traffic is dispatched packet by 
packet to optimally balance the load. However, packets in the same flow may be forwarded in separate paths and 
experience different delays, thus violating the intraflow packet ordering requirement. A straightforward solution is 
to use an explicit resequencer at each output to restore packet orders. 

Timestamp-based resequencers are developed and the delay in each packet at output until the system delay 
upper bound is reached. Each packet is time shifted by the same offset before departing, thus preserving the arrival 
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order. Nonetheless, the delay equalization method suffers from a huge penalty in magnifying the average delay. It is 
shown in our prototype simulations that even the latest adaptive resequencer increases the average delay nearly 10 
times to about 10 ms. A route passing through five such routers will lead to at least 50 ms average delay, almost 
violating the QoS requirement for delay-sensitive applications. Another kind of resequencers records each packet’s 
sequence number in the flow (defined by input, output port, and priority class), instead of absolute timestamp. By 
allowing only in-order packets with expected sequence number to depart, they preserve packet orders without 
penalizing packet delays, but at the cost of maintaining at least N resequencers (N is the number of input/output port 
in a square MPS) at each output, leading to hardware complexity. In a 1,024- port/16-plane/8-priority-class three-
stage network- based MPS, Virtual Input Queue (VIQ) resequencer should maintain 4M resequencing FIFOs at each 
output, a scenario which is nearly impossible to implement. To avoid the packet out-of-order, another choice is to 
use flow-based load-balancing algorithms. They dispatch packets in the same flow to a fixed switching path by 
hashing its 5-tuple to path ID. However, hashing solutions intrinsically suffer from load-imbalance under every 
timescale. 

2. Related Work 

In recent years load balancing of Internet flows has been researched in many fields. It is a key technology for 
improving the performance and scalability of network flow-based parallel processing applications. If packets belong 
to the same flow are processed by different processors, packet reordering occurs, which is deleterious to flow-based 
applications like NIDS. NIDS has to capture all packets belong to the same flow, distribute them to the same 
processor and reorganize them to detect hidden aggressive behavior; otherwise any packet lost will affect the 
accuracy of detecting result. Generally speaking, traditional load balancing schemes cover packet-based, flow-based, 
hash-based and bin-based. Packet-based scheme treats packets as the scheduling objects, it use round robin, random 
distribution or the least load first algorithm to distribute packets. Obviously it introduces packet ordering easily. 
Flow-based scheme is similar to packet-based scheme, the difference lies in that the former treats flows as 
scheduling objects, therefore all the packets belong to the same flow are distributed to the same PN. But it costs lots 
of system memory and running time to maintain flow status. Gu et al. summarized the load balancing schemes of 
distributed NIDS system in high-speed network. The authors compare packet-based scheme with flow-based. 
Through lots of simulations they find the balancing effect of packet-based is better than that of flow-based, and LLF 
algorithm is almost best in flow-based scheme except the U-shaped distribution of service-time. At last they propose 
some methods to reduce communication overhead. Hash-based scheme is easy to implement, it only use a hash 
function over packet header fields to decide packet distribution, but the balancing effect is poor. Thaler et al. 
outlined four design goals of load mapping algorithms in the context of multi-server Web proxy cache systems: low 
overhead, load balancing, high cache hit rate, and minimum disruption. The authors propose the hash mapping 
scheme, HRW (Highest Random Weight). To map a Web request, HRW takes the combinations of the object name 
and the identifiers of the proxy servers, e.g. their IP addresses, as keys and returns a list of weight values, one for 
each server. The server with the largest weight is chosen to answer the request. Since the mapping is hash-based, 
requests for the same object are usually forwarded to the same server, and therefore cache hit rate is much higher 
than in replication-based schemes where an object can have multiple copies on the servers. The main strength that 
distinguishes HRW from other hashing schemes, however, is its ability to achieve fault tolerance with minimum 
disruption, meaning that only a minimum number of object requests are migrated among the servers during server 
failures. 

Bin-based and burst-based are mainly used to achieve load balance among network processors in routers and 
switches. Bin-based maintains a bin table. Some packet header fields are used as a hash key to a hash function. The 
return value is used as an index to a look- up bin table to retrieve the target PN. It equals to make a two-step hash. It 
can tune the performance of traffic splitting by modifying the bin table. The size of table determines the granularity 
of adjustment. Dittmann et al. described a load balancer for parallel for- warding systems (IBM, named by research 
organization). Adaptive bin-based scheme is used to split traffic. Flows that yield the same bin index are called a 
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flow bundle. Three techniques are used to achieve load balancing. Firstly, a time stamp is kept and updated at every 
packet arrival for each flow bundle. Before the updating, this time stamp is compared with the current system time. 
If the difference is larger than a preconfigured value, the flow bundle is assigned to the processor that is currently 
least-loaded. Secondly, flow reassignment monitors the states of the input queues of the processors. Flow bundles 
are redirected from their current overloaded processor to the processor with the minimum number of packets in its 
queue. Thirdly, excessive flow bundles are detected and repeatedly assigned to the least-loaded processors. This is 
called flow spraying. Chen et al. proposed a session-oriented adaptive bin-based load balancing algorithm named 
MSF (Minimum Session First). It is an adaptive bin-based algorithm too. When the system is unbalanced and the 
number of sessions in one flow bundle is below the pre-defined threshold, it will re-map the flow bundle to the least-
loaded processor by modifying the bin table. 

3. Feedback Based Scheduling Framework 

A framework for designing feedback-based scheduling algorithms is proposed for elegantly solving the 
notorious packet unsequencing problem of a load-balanced switch. Unlike existing approaches, we show that the 
efforts made in load balancing and keeping packets in order can complement each other. Specifically, at each 
middle-stage port between the two switch fabrics of a load-balanced switch, only a single-packet buffer for each 
virtual output queuing (VOQ) is required. Although packets belonging to the same flow pass through different 
middle-stage VOQs, the delays they experience at different middle-stage ports will be identical. This is made 
possible by properly selecting and coordinating the two sequences of switch configurations to form a joint sequence 
with both staggered symmetry property and in-order packet delivery property. Based on the staggered symmetry 
property, an efficient feedback mechanism is designed to allow the right middle-stage port occupancy vector to be 
delivered to the right input port at the right time. As a result, the performance of load balancing as well as the switch 
throughput is significantly improved. 

Due to the wide use of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology in fiber, the transmission 
capacity increases sharply, while the processing capacity of current commercial switches/routers increases slowly. 
This speed mismatch makes the need for building high-speed routers urgent. A major bottleneck of high-speed 
router design is its switch architecture, which is concerned with how packets are moved from one line card to 
another. For switches that employ output queuing, each output can receive up to the maximum of packets in each 
time slot, where is switch size. The switch fabric and output ports must operate at times the link rate. This makes 
output-queued switches difficult to scale. 

For an input-queued switch, each input can send at most one packet, and each output can receive at most one 
packet in every time slot. The switch fabric only needs to run at the same speed as each input link. Input-queued 
switches are thus more suitable for high-speed routers. However, input-queued switches suffer from the head-of-line 
(HOL) blocking. To eliminate the HOL blocking, virtual output queuing (VOQ) is proposed, where each input port 
maintains a separate queue for each output. A centralized scheduler is needed to maximize the throughput of a VOQ 
switch. It is shown that for any admissible traffic patterns, 100% throughput can be achieved by maximum weight 
matching. However, maximum weight matching algorithm has a high time complexity. Algorithms with lower 
computation overheads, notably PIM, iSLIP and DRRM, are then proposed. They share a common feature of trading 
more communication overheads for less computation overheads. However, the communication overheads scale up 
very quickly as the link speed and switch size increase. 
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Figure 1: A Load Balanced two-stage switch 

 

Load-balanced switches have received a great deal of attention recently because they are more scalable and 
can provide close to 100% throughput. A load-balanced switch consists of two stages of switch fabrics, as shown in 
Fig. 1. Each switch fabric is configured according to a predetermined and   periodic sequence of switch 
configurations. This removes the need for a centralized scheduler. As a load-balanced switch provides multiple paths 
for packets belonging to the same flow to arrive at the same output port, packets may arrive out of order due to 
different middle-stage port delays experienced en route. Many efforts are then made to address this notorious packet 
missequencing problem. It is not difficult to see that higher switch throughput is usually at the cost of poorer delay 
performance. This is because throughput is improved by better load balancing, but better load balancing tends to 
deteriorate the packet missequencing problem. 

 

4.  Load Balancing for Parallel Forwarding 

Workload distribution is critical to the performance of network processor based parallel forwarding systems. 
Scheduling schemes that operate at the packet level, e.g., round robin, cannot preserve packet-ordering within 
individual TCP connections. Moreover, these schemes create duplicate information in processor caches and 
therefore are in efficient in resource utilization. Hashing operates at the flow level and is naturally able to maintain 
per-connection packet ordering; besides, it does not pollute caches. A pure hash-based system, however, cannot 
balance processor load in the face of highly skewed flow-size distributions in the Internet; usually, adaptive methods 
are needed. 

Although designs from vendors vary, Fig. 2 shows a generalized conceptual model where the forwarding 
engines are the basic packet processing units. Essential to such a multi-FE system is the scheduler that dispatches 
incoming packets to the FEs. It is necessary for the scheduler to distribute workload in a balanced manner so that the 
system can achieve its full for- warding potential. 
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Figure 2: Multi-Processor Forwarding System 

 

In some scheduling schemes, the two functions are naturally integrated. For example, workload may be 
distributed in a round-robin fashion, or an incoming packet may be delivered to the FE that is least-loaded. Such 
schemes schedule workload at the packet level and complicate IP forwarding for two reasons. First, reordering of 
packets within individual TCP connections occurs very frequently in these schemes. Packet reordering within a TCP 
connection gives TCP false congestion signals and therefore is detrimental to end-to-end system performance. 
Second, these schemes are not efficient in FE cache utilization: by dispatching packets from the same flow to 
different FEs, these schemes leave copies of identical data in the caches of the individual FEs. Hashing is a popular 
means to distribute load in network systems. It is used in parallel IP forwarding systems because, in contrast to 
round-robin or minimum-load mapping, it is able to maintain the packet order of individual TCP connections. 
Hashing operates at flow level. The scheduler typically bases its decision on one or more header fields of an 
incoming IP packet, e.g., the destination address (DA), the source address (SA), the destination port (DP), the source 
port (SP), and the transport layer protocol number (PN). These fields define a flow and are used as a key to a hash 
function; the return value is used to decide the target FE that the packet should be forwarded to. Since the selected 
fields remain constant for all the packets transmitted over a TCP connection, the FE selected is always the same and 
therefore packet order within individual TCP connections is maintained. In addition, since packets from one flow are 
directed sequentially to the same FE instead of being scattered over several FEs, a hashing scheme is efficient in 
cache utilization. 

 

5. Redefining Switch Ordering 

Packet reordering has now become one of the most significant bottlenecks in next-generation switch designs. 
In this paper, we argue that current packet order requirements for switches are too stringent, with little or no reason. 
Instead of requiring all packets sharing the same switch input and switch output to be ordered, we only require 
packets that share the same source and destination IP addresses to be ordered. 

Today, switches guarantee that packets belonging to the same switch flow, i.e. arriving at the same switch 
input and departing from the same switch output, will depart in the same order as they arrived. For switch vendors as 
well as for their customers, breaking this switch-flow order guarantee is not an option. To the best of our knowledge, 
all current switch designers provide this guarantees, even though no standard requires it, and in fact the IPv4 router 
standard does not even forbid packet reordering. However, this guarantee has been increasingly hard to ad- dress in 
high-end multi-stage switches because of the complex and often-overlooked flow blocking interactions. Within a 
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switch flow, let a flow be the set of all packets that also share the same (source, destination) IP address pair. Then 
flow blocking happens when in order to satisfy the switch-flow order guarantee, packets from one flow wait for late 
packets from another flow within the same switch flow. 

Figure 3 illustrates this flow blocking phenomenon in a typical N × N multi-stage switch architecture. The 
first stage of the switch consists of N input ports. The input ports are connected using a first mesh to the second stage 
of M middle elements. Then, these middle elements are connected using a second mesh to the third and last stage of 
N output ports. Whenever a packet arrives to a switch input port, it first increments its switch-flow counter and 
copies the counter value it in its header. The packet is then load-balanced (either uniformly-at-random or using 
round-robin) to one of the M departure queues, before leaving for the corresponding middle element. Likewise, in 
the middle element, it is placed in the departure queue that corresponds to its output port destination, and then 
forwarded to its output port. Last, in its output port, it first waits in its resequencing structure to be resequenced 
based on its switch-flow counter value, and then joins the departure queue to depart the switch. 

 

 

Figure 3: Switch flow blocking in the switch architecture. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In summary, previous solutions cannot gracefully deal with the load-balancing problem to meet our 
objectives. The study of a new scheme called Flow Slice (FS) that achieves our load- balancing goals perfectly. 
Based on the observations on tens of broadly located Internet traces, we find that the intra flow packet intervals are 
often, say in 40-50 percent, larger than the delay upper bound at MPS which can be calculated statistically. If we cut 
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off each flow at every interval larger than a slicing threshold set to this bound and balance the load on the generated 
flow slices, all the objectives are met simultaneously. We showed that hash-based counter schemes can help prevent 
inter-flow blocking. Then, we also identified schemes based on network coding, which are useful against rare events 
with high queuing delay, and identified a time-constrained coding problem. We also pointed out an inherent 
reordering delay unfairness between elephants and mice, and suggested several mechanisms to correct this 
unfairness. We finally demonstrated in simulations reordering delay gains by factors of up to 10. 
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